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GARRETS – ALWAYS ON BOARD
We are Garrets, an experienced maritime service partner, always exploring ways to make life at sea
better. For more than 30 years, we’ve persistently fuelled better lives on board vessels across the globe,
simply because we believe that seafarers deserve it.
To us, a better life at sea starts with availability
and accountability. That’s why we’re present in
almost every port with full access to fresh provisions and high-quality stores at fair prices. And
why our customers trust us to deliver on board,
on time and on budget.
Next, a better life at sea is about ease; ease of
mind, ease of use and ease of doing business.
We aim to be the ultimate partner of choice for
everything at sea – with radical transparency,
insight and speed in focus. That requires us to
explore new ways and pair breakthrough technology with decades of knowhow – so that’s what
we do.
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Finally, better lives are tied to health and responsibility. We’re turning cooks into heroes through
training and education. We’re constantly working
to make sure that nutritional needs are met –
and that consumption and food usage are optimized. We’re empowering every crew and vessel to
make sure they make the most of it.
We deliver, reimagine and improve – in close
collaboration with our customers.
It all starts on board.
Right where we like to be.

We strive to provide and support the highest quality service to all of our
customers across the global shipping community

Garrets operates from our HQ in Noerresundby, Denmark and our
branches in Romford, United Kingdom; Rotterdam, the Netherlands;
Hamburg, Germany; Singapore and Manila, the Philippines and
provides a 24/7 service.

United Kingdom

Denmark HQ
Germany

Philippines
Singapore
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CONSULTANCY SERVICES
In partnership with our customers, we share the wealth of knowledge and experience attained during our
many years of service in maritime procurement and supply management services – the outputs of which
help accomplish greater results on board our customers’ vessels by streamlining the day-to-day
procedures and practices.
We provide professional consultancy services to our customers in the below areas:
Menu guidance and menu framework for multinational crews
Implementation of food safety management systems
Streamlining of the purchasing process
Training of galley personnel
Identification of training needs and development of training programs
Improvement of stores and inventory management systems on board
Victualling rate budgeting and supply planning
Technical stores advice and supply
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TRAINING SERVICES

We offer affordable accredited first-class training:
On-board 1-2-1 with a Garrets Superintendent
Classroom-based training at selected locations
Instructor-led online training
Access to proven 3rd party online self-study courses and materials

The following topics are available through our Garrets training services:
Theory of nutrition and healthy eating
Theory of food safety
Enhanced cooking and culinary skills
Chief Cook’s upskilling
Messman to Chief Cook upgrading course – course length to suit knowledge base
Bespoke courses designed to meet the training gaps
Digital Workbook and stocktake training

The support to your cooks does not end on
completion of the course as we continue to
offer guidance and a support network during
the cook’s first assignments.
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For further information on the design of a
course to fit your individual learning needs,
please contact one of our superintendents
at training@garrets.com

THE IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING
AND DEVELOPMENT
Many shipping companies find external development opportunities expensive and time-consuming,
causing cooks to miss out on work hours and risk delays on assignments while they attend training
sessions. However, training presents a prime opportunity to expand the knowledge base of all cooks.
Training and development provide both the company as a whole and the individual cooks with benefits
that make the cost and time a worthwhile investment.
At Garrets, we see a direct link between the skills and confidence of the cook and broader crew
satisfaction as a wider range of dishes can be prepared, including a reduction in food waste from highly
trained cooks.

Our passion is to improve the welfare of seafarers. Through training and guidance in food
management, menu planning, nutrition, safety and hygiene, we’re turning cooks into heroes!
We work in partnership with shipowners and ship managers by sharing
a wealth of knowledge and experience.
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ADDRESSING WEAKNESS
Most cooks could benefit from an upgrade of
their workplace skills. A training and development program allows them to strengthen those
skills that each cook needs to improve, bringing
all cooks to a higher level so they all have similar skills and knowledge. This helps reduce any
shortcomings within the company which rely

heavily on cooks to work unsupervised during
voyages. Providing the necessary training
creates an overall knowledgeable staff with
cooks who can take over from one another as
needed, work as part of the crew or work independently without constant help and supervision from the vessel officers.

IMPROVED VESSEL PERFORMANCE
Cooks who receive the necessary training are
able to do their job better. They become more
aware of safety practices and proper procedures for basic tasks. The training may also build
the cooks’ confidence because they have a
stronger understanding of the industry and the
responsibilities of their role. This confidence

may push them to perform even better and think
of new ideas that help the crew excel in their
daily tasks. Continuous training also keeps your
cooks on the cutting edge of industry developments. Cooks who are competent and on top of
changing industry standards help your vessels to
achieve better levels of welfare at sea.

CONSISTENCY
A structured training and development program
ensures that cooks have a consistent experience
and background knowledge. The consistency is
particularly relevant for the company’s
basic policies and procedures. All cooks need to
be aware of the expectations and procedures
within the company.

This includes food safety, nutrition, MLC 2006
requirements and daily administrative tasks.
Putting all cooks through regular training in
these areas ensures that they at least have
exposure to the information.

COOKS’ SATISFACTION
Cooks with access to training and development
programs have the advantage over cooks in
other companies who are left to seek out training opportunities on their own.
The investment in training that a company
makes, shows the cooks that they are valued.
The training creates a supportive workplace.

Cooks may gain access to training they would
not have otherwise known about or sought out
themselves. Cooks who feel appreciated and
challenged through training opportunities may
feel more satisfaction towards their jobs and
thus are retained by the company for future
assignments.

CONTINUE TO OUR COURSES
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COURSE NO. 1

BASIC GALLEY MANAGEMENT

The course provides participants with the fundamental knowledge and basic skills within
galley management, focusing on galley arrangement, hygiene and food safety, stock
verification, menu planning and budget management. The course is designed for cooks.

YOU WILL LEARN
How to effectively arrange the galley to make the best use of work and storage space
How to maintain hygiene standards in accordance with port state, MLC 2006 and
international regulations
How to verify stock and amend it within the Garrets Workbook
How to create an order in compliance with the stock level and crew’s needs
How to create and develop a menu structure that reflects the nationalities on board
How to monitor cost on board to meet the PMPD feeding rate

GALLEY ARRANGEMENT
The galley is evaluated and amendments made to organize current space
on board. Based on the evaluation we
will also come up with proposals for
upgrades.

GALLEY CLEANLINESS
Is the cleanliness of the galley and storage areas acceptable to pass local port
health inspections?

VERIFICATION OF STOCK
Is all stock logged accurately within the
Garrets system and is the stock well
within its use by date or sell-by date?
ORDER AND STOCT COMPLIANCE
Is the cook fully aware of what stock
he has on board and what he is using
each month? The cook must be aware
of stock levels before creating a new
order. Are national products being
included in the proposed order?

HYGIENE
Are current hygiene regulations being
adhered to in accordance with HACCP?
MENU STRUCTURE
The current menu structure is asssessed and amendments made, if necessary, to ensure that the crew’s needs and
the agreed PMPD rate are met.

THIS COURSE IS AVAILABLE AS:
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ON-BOARD 1-2-1

ONLINE INSTRUCTOR-LED

CLASSROOM

ONLINE SELF-STUDY

COURSE NO. 2

MENU PLANNING

The course provides participants with the knowledge and basic skills within menu
planning and on how to create a healthy menu that incorporates nutrition, seasonal
products and different cooking techniques. The course is designed for cooks, chief cooks
and chief stewards.

YOU WILL LEARN
Availability of provisions on board
Different cuts of beef, pork, lamb, fish
Introduction to economy cuts of meat and how to use them
Cooking techniques explained in full
Healthy eating
Availability of seasonality/local products
Menu planning in accordance with nationality on board
STOCK QUALITY ASSESSMENT
All stock will be assessed and
evaluated for quality. The cook will be
asked to identify quality points of the
meat including the cooking technique
best suited to cook the item.

SEASONAL COOKING
The cook will be given instructions on
what is seasonal and local to the trade
ports he is sailing within. This will give
the crew a wider range of fresh products and the opportunity to save costs
as seasonal products can be cheaper.

MEAT CUTS
The cook will be given full training on
the anatomy of the animal in question
and learn about the different cuts of
meat and how it is best cooked.
COOKING METHODS
The cook will be asked to identify the
best cut of meat to be fried, stewed,
braised, pot roasted, poached, steamed.
This will demonstrate the cook’s understanding of the products he is using as
well as his culinary knowledge.

MENU PLANNING
The chief cook will be asked to produce
a 4-week rolling menu. The menu plan
will be assessed to see if it takes the
crew’s need, healthy options, different
cooking techniques, nutrients and
repetition into consideration.

THIS COURSE IS AVAILABLE AS:
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ON-BOARD 1-2-1

ONLINE INSTRUCTOR-LED

CLASSROOM

ONLINE SELF-STUDY

COURSE NO. 3

FULL GALLEY MANAGEMENT

The course provides its participants with the basic knowledge and skills of cooking, including
how to make different types of food as well as galley management and menu planning.
During the course, the participants will be introduced to HACCP and how it affects the
running of the galley. The course is designed for cooks, chief cooks and chief stewards.

YOU WILL LEARN
Implementation of HACCP structures
Basic principles of cooking and how to demonstrate different cooking techniques
Basic galley management focusing on galley arrangement, hygiene and food safety,
stock verification, menu planning and budget management
Menu planning focusing on how to create a healthy menu that incorporates
nutrition and seasonal products

RECORDS WILL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING
Provisions temperature log

Cooking log

Fridge and freezer temperature log

Storage of hot and cold food

Cleaning schedule

Reheating temperatures

Food thawing log

Waste logs

THE COOK WILL LEARN THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF
Bread making

Basic dough products

Basic pastry and baking

Basic egg dishes

Basic butchery

Basic rice dishes

Basic fishmonger skills

Basic pasta dishes

Basic sauses

THIS COURSE IS AVAILABLE AS:

ON-BOARD 1-2-1

CLASSROOM
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COURSE NO. 4

TAILORMADE PEC

Through partnerships with a number of accredited training partners in Europe, we offer
access to the HORECA-accredited Professional European Chef program (PEC). Trainees
attending this course will be educated through workshop seminars, classroom-based
theoretical and practical skills training at an established cookery school facility. And as a
unique option, we offer our trainees a pick & drop-service from vessel or airport and back.
The course is designed for cooks, chief cooks and chief stewards.
YOU WILL LEARN OBTAIN QUALIFICATIONS IN
Level 1 Award in Food Safety in Catering 					

(RQF)

Level 2 Award in Customer Service 						

(RQF)

Level 2 Award in Food Allergen Awareness and Control in Catering 		

(RQF)

Level 2 Award in Food Safety at Sea 						

(RQF)

Level 2 Award in Food Safety in Catering (Refresher) 				

(RQF)

Level 2 Award in HACCP for Catering 						

(RQF)

Level 2 Award in Healthy Food and Special Diets 				

(RQF)

Level 3 Award in Food Safety in Catering 					

(RQF)

Level 3 Award in Supervising Food Safety at Sea 				

(RQF)

Level 4 Award in Managing Food Safety in Catering 				

(RQF)

We offer the above qualifications through partnerships with Orionis, Food Lab, SVH
and Scalda, the regulated awarding bodies, who facilitate the training with industry
teachers. The qualifications are usually completed as part of a career development
plan and all accredited to the Regulated Qualifications Framework (RQF).
NUTRITION & HEALTHY EATING
2-day classroom and galley-based
training
BAKERY SKILLS
3-day classroom and galley-based
training
MEAT, FISH & POULTRY
3-day classroom and gally-based
training
ENHANCED COOKING SKILLS
5-day classroom and galley-based
training
THIS COURSE IS AVAILABLE AS:
CLASSROOM
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GALLEY MANAGEMENT &
ENHANCED COOKING SKILLS
8-day classroom and galley-based
training
CHIEF COOK’S UPSKILLING
10-day classroom and galley-based
training
MESSMAN TO CHIEF COOK
UPGRADE
Course length to suit knowledge
base

TRAINING COMPLETION
AND CONTINUED SUPPORT
After a successful completion of a training
course, the trainees will receive an official
Professional European Chef (PEC) certificate,
stating the achieved qualifications.
Furthermore, we continue to support the
trainees with guidance as each trainee will be
appointed to a training superintendent. The
superintendent or his delegate will personally
follow up on all skills-based training once the
trainees are assigned to their vessel.
PICK & DROP
As a unique option, you can leave all planning and booking of your travel arrangements to Garrets. We make sure that you
are picked up from your vessel or at the airport before your training course starts, and
get transported back to your vessel or the
airport after having completed your training
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During your training Garrets will facilitate
accommodation at nearby hotel facilities on
your behalf.
For further information on our training
courses, please contact our superintendents
on: training@garrets.com

VESSEL AUDIT AND INSPECTION
We perform on-board galley audits at the request from the shipowners and ship managers to ensure that
the systems and procedures laid down to carry out effective galley management on board are effective
and all crew on board are satisfied with the overall services provided.

Such audits can help shipowners and ship managers to understand the gaps in the present procedures being followed on board and furthermore
highlight the potential risks, which, if overlooked
for a longer period, may result in health hazards,
accidents and crew dissatisfaction. It is often
assumed that the current procedures followed on
board are flawless, but a close inspection usually
highlights process and solution improvements for

the benefit of the crew and vessel. Our superintendents can provide the best support and
knowledge working closely with the masters
and cooks to maximize budget utilization in the
delivery of varied nutritional food. Garrets staff
are always at hand to support our customers and
their crews.

Garrets Operational Support Services carry out audits andinspections in the following areas:
Food safety HACCP constraints
Menu planning and guidance
Equipment service checks
Global re-supply planning and purchasing process
Physical validation of stocks on board against declared holdings
Feedback from various crew and officers on food service
Assess the consumption of food on board per category
Test the knowledge of the staff and refresh knowledge gaps
Ensure compliances with MLC 2006 3.2
Pest proofing and prevention advice
Garrets Workbook, stock management, ordering, and stock program navigation & storage
Menu evaluation, recipe guidance, portion control and cooking time management
Nutritional advice on specific diets and food allergies & balance
Victualing rate optimisation
Food waste management techniques

Every vessel visit is tracked, documented and followed up using our innovative inspection app,
ensuring vessel management can act immediately to the observations and recommendations.
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Garrets is your experienced maritime service partner, always exploring ways to make life at sea better. For
more than 30 years, we’ve persistently fuelled better lives on board vessels across the globe. Our worldwide
services – powered by technology and decades of know-how – provide transparency, insight and speed
making it easy to do business at fair prices. That’s why you can count on us to deliver fresh provisions and
high-quality stores – and to show you what’s next.
Email: superintendents@garrets.com
Or learn more at: garrets.com

